
 
 

                UK CHAPTER GATHERING Feb. 2008  
 
 
The UK Chapter of the System Dynamics Society held its annual gathering 
this year in London. For many years we have convened at Harrogate a 
charming spa town in North Yorkshire but it was felt that in 2008 we needed to 
break the mould and so we used the splendid facilities offered by London 
South Bank University. 
 
Our two-day programme was collaborative with the SD+ Study Group of the 
Operational Research Society and thanks go to Sally Brailsford for facilitating 
the joint event. 
 
The decision to re-locate to London was clearly a success since we had over 
65 people attending and the general consensus was that it was a very useful 
session indeed. 
 
The format was as in previous years: presentations were given on the 
Thursday afternoon following which delegates could engage with any or all of 
the speakers in informal focus group sessions which reported back to the 
plenary gathering at the conclusion. After an enjoyable evening buffet we re-
convened the following day. 
 
 
Speakers 
We were fortunate to have perhaps one of the best slate of speakers we have 
ever been able to offer at these gatherings. 
 
John Morecroft & Stewart Robinson kicked things off with a presentation on 
fisheries. What was particularly novel about their talk was that John presented 
the problem from an SD perspective while Stewart took a discrete-event 
simulation (DES) based approach. Here in a nutshell was evidence of the 
collaborative slant of the entire event and the links between the SD and OR 
fraternities. John & Stewart concluded that , for SD, the future is “partly and 
significantly pre-determined”, whilst for DES “it is partly and significantly a 
matter of chance”. 



 
 
 
Next up was Colin Eden who spoke on combining problem structuring and SD 
group modelling. Here again the talk meshed well with our theme: problem 
structuring tools being associated with ‘soft OR’ and group modelling with SD. 
 

 
 
 
We finished the presentation session with a talk from Jim Lyneis the current 
President of the System Dynamics Society and someone who we were 
fortunate to have on this side of the pond at the right moment! Jim delivered a 
talk on the integration of SD models with other tools and approaches, 
something informed by 25 years of his experience as a consultant. 
 



 
 
 
The Thursday evening concluded with a buffet and wine. Again our thanks to 
LSBU for laying on such an enjoyable occasion to end the day – and for 
documenting the Speakers’ Presentational Materials (ISBN 1 87418-66-7). 
 
 
Prizes 
Two prizes were awarded during the course of the two-day meeting. The 
newly inaugurated  Steer Davies Gleave prize, for the best piece of work 
using System Dynamics to address a topic of wide public interest, was 
awarded to Symmetric SD for their work entitled "Improving Access to Mental  
 Health, both Locally and Nationally". The Symmetric team consisted of:  
Professor Eric Wolstenholme, Non-Executive Director of Symmetric and  
Professor of Business Learning at London South Bank University, David  
Monk and David Todd, both Directors of Symmetric, Douglas McKelvie an  
Associate of Symmetric and Dean Repper, Director, Care Services  
Improvement Partnership Northwest, Department of Health UK.  Accepting  
their prize, a cheque for £500, the team announced they would be  donating it 
to The Parkinson's Disease Society and Mind, two UK  charities concerned 
with health issues. 
 

 



 
The Chapter Student Prize went to Guiseppe Santoro for his work entitled 
"The Development of the Biodiesel Industry and its Implications for the 
Glycerine Industry".  Guiseppe, who now works for Dow Europe GmbH, 
carried out this work while studying under the supervision of John Morecroft at 
the London Business School.  
 
Workshop session 
The Friday morning session again returned to the theme of SD and DES. 
Antuela Tako, a PhD candidate at Warwick University, facilitated a workshop 
on prison population models. She was interested in learning whether 
delegates reached the same or different conclusions from interacting with two 
live models: both on prison populations but one using DES and running under 
Simul8 and the other using SD and running under ithink. This was a 
fascinating innovation and something I have not experienced before. We 
await Antuela’s thesis to learn the results for we all filled out a response form 
to offer our impressions and answers to specific questions. 
 
 
PhD Colloquium 
The afternoon session on the Friday witnessed our first-ever PhD Colloquium. 
We were initially apprehensive about the likely success of this venture, one 
that had first surfaced when we sent around a questionnaire soliciting 
comments from research students in SD in the UK. We need not have worried. 
After a short introduction from Sally Brailsford (which included the now 
legendary slide depicting the almost exponential growth of the number of ‘hits’ 
on the Web of Science of articles with SD and health in the title, abstract or 
keywords over the past 16 years or so) we convened around 12 poster boards 
to review the work of current PhD students in the UK. Thanks to all who took 
the trouble to prepare a poster and thanks also to Michael Quigley (Univ. of 
Salford) who organised the colloquium. 
 

 
 



 
A Testimonial 
Following the meeting we received an email from Simon Cross MD who is a 
Reader in the Academic Unit of Pathology in the School of Medicine at the 
University of Sheffield. He is a recent ‘convert’ to SD. He concluded his 
message: 
 
 “The annual gathering was a very valuable way of getting an overview of SD 
in the UK, and I was also struck by how friendly and approachable everyone 
was (which is in rather stark contrast to the biomedical research conferences 
that I usually attend)”.  
 

 
 
 
With hearty thanks to Susan Howick (outgoing President of the UK Chapter) 
and  Mike Kennedy (LSBU) who took on the substantial roles of lead and local 
organiser, respectively. We look forward to an equally lively, fun and, above 
all, interesting event next year!! 
 
Brian Dangerfield 
VP Liaison. 
 
 


